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NATl:JRE-Ko 765-CORRES R27 
Anomalies in Radioactivity Induced by Neutrons 
iDL\LDL D "Agost ino and 'eg1·e1 ha ve fonnd that 

n<>ut rolls which have bE'cn . lowed down by paraffin 
wax indnc·<> in indium radioactivity decaying with 
Lwo half-li~ perio<Ls (16 sec. and 54 min.). These 
half-lif<' p<'riods aris<', to all appearanccs2, from the 
two stable i»otopes of inclium-113 and 115--by a 
proces:'l in whirh th<' neutron is captured and added 
to the ind ium nuclem; (t·adiat iYe capture) , and th<.'y 
are accordingly attributed t o two radioactive isotop<'s 
of indium, 114 and 116. T. A . Chalmers and I han• 
r eported 3 t hat inditun can a lso be activated with n 
third p eriod of several hours by fast neutrons. a nd 
we raised the question whether this fact can be 
::;atisfactorily expla in<'d without a new asstunption. 

In the present experiment:;, the behaYiour of thi"' 
third period-the half-life of whi<'h I have now fonnd 
to be 4} hr.-has been investigated, using various 
sources of neutrons. This period apparently h<>longs 
to a radioactive isotope of indiwn 1• 2 and chemical 
eparations carried out by F. M. Brewer of the old 

Chemistry Department, Oxford. ha ,·e confirmed thnt 
it docs not b elong to radioactive isotopes of caclmimn, 
silver or tin. 

If this radioactive indium isotope arises through 
radia tive capture from a stable indium isotopP, s low 
neutrons would be expected to excite to some extent 
its 4t hr. period. In order to investigate thi;; question. 
it is advisable to w;e photoneutrons from radium ('
beryllium sources which have no cnl'rgies above 
0 ·7 m.o.v ., and to avoid the usc of hydrogen -containing 
ubstances, the pl'esonce of which would nnduly 

reinforce tho 54 min. period. I find when irradiating 
indium with such photoneutron no trace of the 4! hr. 
period, though the irradiation is so intense in th<'R<' 
experiments that the 54 min . period gives 1,250. 
impulses per min. on t he beta-ray connter (backgrotmd 
about 50). 

This negatiYe r esult is rather striking in view of 
the fact that faster neutrons from radon ~a; beryllium 
sources excite t he 4~ hr. period at least as trongly a.· 
the 54 min. period. So far there is no known ca ·c 
of a radiative captttre of the neutron which can be 
brought about by fa. ter neutrons but cannot JC 
brought about by slower neutrons, and it is therefon• 
somewhat difficult to believe tha t the radioactiv<' 
indium isotope of the 4! hr. period arises through 
direct capture of t he n eutron by one of the stablE' 
indium isotopes. Indium, which is of odd atomiP 
nLUnber, h as only two stable isotopes •, and if three 
radioactive isotopes wer e produced by direct captm·e, 
two of these would be of identical rna s nwnber 
(i omerism). 

Our present knowledge of nuclear structure may 
be, however, too incomplet e to rule out with certainty 
isornnrism and raci stnvc capn;~ .... l"i. .u~ ~a~c vt ... u~ 
4~ hr. period. It seems, for example, somewhat 
difficult to understand at present why some very 
heavy element.<;, for example, bismuth, capture slow 
neutrons so very weakly. If we decide to rule out 
radiative capture and isomerism in the case of the 
4! hr. period, we are forced to conclude that the 
radioaciiYe indium isotope to which this period 
belongs is of lower mass number than the lighter 
stable inditun isotope-113-and to consider t he 
particular po. s ibility tha t it is of ma.·s number 112. 

Such a radioactive isotope 112 might be produced 
by a non-capture process in which a fast n eut ron 
knocks out another neutron from the stable indium 
isotope 113. That s uch a non-capture process accounts 
for the 4-} hr. period eems, however, improbable 
from the following experiments. 

I find that neutrons from radon- boron sources 
l'xcite the 4i hr. period of indium and tho 2·4 hr. 
period of phosphorus much more strongly than the 
other· period~ investigated, which arc known to 
rcquirl' fast neutron>; for their excitation, such as 
the 10 min. and 1.'5 hr. periods of a luminium, the 
2·3 min. period of ~ilicon and the 2·3 min. p eriod of 
phosphorm;, 

ThesP observations indicate that the 4! hr. period 
of indium can be excited by moderately fa. t n eutrons 
and ar <' in k el'ping with Bjorge and W estcott's 
experiments 5 , which showed that moderately fast 
neutrons arising fr om the D + D reaction can excit e 
the 2·4 hr. period of phoHphorus. 

Through the <'O·Op<:>r ation of E. T . Booth anrl C'. 
Hur~t. who are operating-jointly with C. H. Collie-
a high·Yoltage neutron som·ce at about 230 kv., I 
wa~< able to irradiate indium with neutrons from the 
D + D reaction. I find that such neutrons, which 
ha\'('> an l'ncrgy of about 2· 5 m.C.\'., strongly cxcit<' 
the 4! hr. p riod of indium, the intensity of the 
excitation being of the same order of magnitude As 
that of t he 2·4 hr. p eriod of pho:ophorus. 

The binding energy of the n eutron in stable 
t'lPmPnts of moderately high atomic number i1< 
beli<'\"Nl to be mosth· 8 m.e., ·., and a neutron would 
requir<' <'n<'rgi<'S of t.his order in order to knock out 
another neutron from tho nucleus of such elements. 
But even if the binding energy of the neutron were 
r xccptionall.) "mall in the case of 113, the small 
relati\'E' abnndancP of this isotope-reported 1 to be 
](•:.;." than 51 per ec-nt would Rti ll mak<' it appear 
unl ikl'ly that n<'utron.s should be able to produce 
from it t hP cxcPptionally strong 4! hr. pPriod by 
such a non-c:aphrr·e process. 

ThPr·,·for<>. if this p<>riod really belongs to a n 
indtum isutopP of mm;s number 112 or less. we ha\'e 
t o con-.;id"r tlw possibility that this radioactivE' 
iHotopl' is g<•neratPd from a stable indi lm1 isotope by 
a pronf•ss in which the neutron is captured, and a 
hithPrto nnkno·wn il<'a''Y i;;otopc of the neutron is 
ejectf'cl. The eject ion of such a neutron isotope of 
mass munb<•r 4 from the moro abundant indium 
i<;otopc 1 13 b,v :ouch a capture proce~s would lead to 
indium 11 2. ::iimilarly, if the les» abundant indium 
i~otopP 113 W<'l"" invoh-<'rl, tho cj<'ction of a. neutr·on 
isotope of maHs nLUnber 2 would t•q ua lly lead to 
rndium I 12. 

It is easy to ~ho,-.;· that such a t!'tra neutron-if i! 
Pxi:ots mr;st 1111\"e '" m'l>~s exc<'<>ding ahont -l,·016, 
and accordingly it :<hould reYeal it~ pre,ence by 
causing disint<'grations in variouR el<'ments. Con
sidcra! ions leading to similar conclu:;ions would 
apply to such a double neutron. It ~hould therefor<' 
bP possible to find out whether or not ;;uch hea''Y 
neu t ron isotopes a re ejected by neutron,; from inditun 
or bromine by a syst ematic Rcarch for tlw occmT<'nel' 
of »uch disintegrations in Yarious clements. I am 
at presf'nt making such a 8earch, thoug h the elf'mf'nt::: 
investigated so far ha,~e not shown p o:;it i,·e cffl•cb;. 

The t hr<'<' radioactive bromine i><otopes generated 
in thP 0xperimcnts of Kourtchatow, ~i:vRsow;;ky rtnd 
Roussinow' :>eem to represent another well-establisheu 
caRP of anoma ly. 

Quite rec<:>ntl)·, I have fonnd in copper-following 
np a communiration by ::VIadsen8 in NATURE-aft<:>r 
a :-;hort irradiation in the absence of h~·drog<'n· 
cont.uin ing sub;tane<'s with radon :x-berylliLU11 neu
t rons, that a 'long' pl'riod of less than 7 hr. dominate:;: 
wherea:; in another experi1nent, irradiat ing copper 
for· a long time with neutrons :;;lowed down by 
para!Ti.n wax, 1 have fcmnd a 'long' period of mor·e 
than 13 hr dom inates. This experiment i:s b<'ing 
repeated. und if its rc,;ults a rc confirmed . the long 
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periods of copper and zinc will be invt?f;tigated in the 

light of the experience gained in the case of indium 

and bromine. 
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SUMMARY 
Dr. Leo Szilard reports anomalous behaviour of 

the 4! hr. period of radioactive indium, for which 

there is no known precedent. The possibility is 

discussed that a hitherto unknown heavy isotope of 

the neutron may be ejected by neutrons of about 

2·5 m.e.v. energy from a stable i.·otope of indium. 

It appears more likely that the mass number of such 

a neutron isotope, which might be involved, would 

be rather 4 than 2. Reasons are given for expecting 

such neutron isotopes to cause-if they exist

disintegrations ir.t various elem ents, and this ought 

to make it possible to find out whether they are 

ejected, 
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Anomalies in Radioactivity Induced by Neutrons 
AMALDI, D'Agostino and Segre' haYe found that ~ 

nf'utrons ~i.Qiwl :Ai @ 18 f @11 pJ au·ed dO"'P by flR:l'af!An 
- induce in indium radioactivity decaying w ith 
two half-lifc periocL (16 sec. and 54 min.). The~!' 
half-life pPriods arise, to a ll appearances2. from thP 
two stable isotope;; of inclium- 113 and 115-by a 
process in which thP nt·utron is capturC'd and addC'cl 
to tho indium nucleus (radi~ttivn capturc), and they 
are accordingly attributed to two radioactive isotopps 
of indium, 114 and 116. T. A. Chalmcr·s and I have 
reported\.- that inditun can also be activated with a 
third period of sE-veral hours by fast neutrons, and 
WP raiHcd the question whcth0r thi,:; fact can bP 
:;atisfactorily explained without a new a . umption . .!. 

In the present experimPnts, the behaviour of this 
third period- the half-life of which I have now found 
to be 4! hr.- has been invesLigated, using variom; 
sources of neutrons. This period apparently belongs 
to a radioacti •e isotope of indimn4 2 ~ · chemical 
separation. carried out by F. l\1. Brewer ~f thP old 
Chemistry Department, Oxford, -._ confirmc/ that 
it does not bPlong to radioactive isotopes of cadmium, 
silver or tin. 

If this radioactive indium isotope arises through 
radiative capture from a stable inditun isotope, slow 
neutrons would be expected to excite to some extent 

R Jfll~ts.4! hr._period. In order to investigate thi~ question, ! ... (l (..-It lS adVISable tO USe photnneutrons fromjtlldiu.H! c:(-
• ,.tlF'J Pin~ sources which have no energies abovp 

- !le., 0·7 m.o.v., and to avoid the use of hydrogen-containing 
f substances, tho presence of which, would unduly l11'-"' 1 reinforce the 54 min. poriod-'J.fincJ/when irradiating 

/' indium with such photoneutrons no trace of the 4t hr. 
1 ~ .. ,£ period, though the irradiation is so intense in these 

" e"---periments that the 54 min. period gives 1,250 
impulses per min. on the beta-ray cotmtor (background 
about 50). 4~·,....__ 

A h This negative result is rather striking a ui11w of f'('- J:. .. l'lt tme !aeil ilh&t faster neutrons from tliieiiR ee beryllit¥ 
sources excite the 4t hr. period at least as strongly as 
the 54 min. period. So far there is no known caso 
of a radiative capture of the neutron which can be 
brought about by faster neutrons but cannot be 
brought about by slower neutrons, and it is therefore 
somewhat difficult to believe that the radioactive 
indimn isotope of the 4t hr. period a ri es through 
direct capture of tho neutron by one of the stable 
indium isotopes. Inditun, which is of odd atomic 
number, has only two stable isotopes\ and if three 
radioactive isotopes were produced by direct capture, 
two of these would be of identical mass number 
(isomerism). 

Our present knowledge of nuclear structure may 
be, however, too incomplete to rule out with certainty 
isomp,rif<m and l'tttlinl.ive captur in ihe case of the 
4t hr. period. It seems, for example, somewhat 
difficult to understand at present why some very 
heavy clements, for example, bismuth, capture slow 
neutrons so very weakly. If we decide to rule out 
radiative capture and isomerism in the case of the 
4! hr. period, we are forced to conclude that the 
radioacth·e indium i<>otope to which this period 
belongs i of lower rna s number than the lighter 
stable inditun isotope-- ll3--and to consider the 
particular possibility that it is of mass munber 112. 

Such a radioactive isotope 112 might be produced 
by a non-capture process in which a fast neutron 
knocks out another neutron from the stable indium 
isotope 113. That such a non-capture process accounts 
for the 4! hr. period seemr;, however, improbable 
from the following expcr im0nts. 

I find that neutrons from radon- boron sour'cel3 
excite the 4! hr. period of indium and the 2·4 hr . 
period of pho phorus much more strongly than the 
other period investigated, which are known to 
require fast neutrons for their excitation, such as 
the 10 min. and 15 hr . periods of aluminium, tho 
2·3 min. period of silicon and the 2·3 min. period of 
phosphorus. 

These ob ervations indicate that the 4! hr. period 
of indium can be excited by moderately fast neutrons 
and are in kPeping with Bjorge and vVcstcott's 
expPriments5, which showed that moderately fast 
neutrons arising from the D + D reaction can excite 
~.c 2·-'.. h" p <'>·i<...:l of pl.o~t>h.o.;.u.... 

Through the co-operation of E. T. Booth and C. 
Hm·st, who are operating- jointly with C. H . Collie-
a high-, ·oltago neutron ource at about 230 kv., I 
was able to irradiate indium' with neutrons from the 
D D r!"action. I find that such neutrons, which 
have an energy of abo\tt 2·5 m.e.v.,, trongly excite 
the 4t hr. period of indium, the intensity of the 
excitation being of t he ::;arne order of magnitude as 
that of thP 2·4 hr. period of phosphorus. 

Tlw binding energy of the neutron in stable 
dement,; of moderately high atomic number is 
bC' lieved to be mo. tly 8 m.e.v., and a neutron would 
rpquirP Pn!"rgiP<; of this order in order to knock out 
another neutron from the nucleus of such elements. 
But l'\'Pn if thC' binding energy of the neutron were 
exc(•ptionally small in the case of( 113, the small 
r r>lati,·e abnndRnce of this isotope- reported4 to be 
lPHfl than ii~ pPr ePnt- would still make it appear 
unlikC>ly t hat nPutrons !ihould be able to produce 
from it thl" I"XCC'ptionally strong 4t hr. period by 
such a non-capture process. 

Thcrpfore, if this period rE-ally belongs to an 
indi11r.'l i .;ot')rr •)'f n.u.:~~ nurnbt·r 112 or le& , w o have 
to <·on-<idPr t I l'o~ ·il..'lity that this radioactive 
isotopp is genera tL l [, ~""\ a ~>Lal.Jk in iw.a i~;otvp" lJy 
a procPss in which the neutron is captured, and a 
hithPrto unknown heavy isotope of the neutron is 
eject ed. The ejection of such a neutron isotope of 
mass nwnbc•r 4 from the more abundant indium 
isotope 11 5 by such a capture proce. s would lead to 
indium 112. Simila rly, if the le ·s abundant indium 
i~otope ll3 '\'er e involved, the ejection of a neutrbn 
i:-;otope of mass number 2 would equally lead ta 
indium 112. 

It is easy to show that such a t etra neutron- if it 
exi. ts-must haYe a mass exceeding about 4·016, 
and accordingly it should r eveal its presence by 
causing disintegrations in various Plem!"nts. Con 
»identtions leading to similar conclusions would 
apply to such a double neutron. It should therefore 
be possible to find out whether or not such heavy 
nPutron i ~;otopes are ejected by neutrons from indium 
or I.Jr<.nnine by a sy:;temauc search for the occurrence 
of such disintegrations in various elements. I am 
at present making . uch a search, though the clements 
investigated AO far have not shown positive effects. 

/ . The three. radioactiv~ bromine is?topes generated 
u1. the expo::runem.s of Kourtchatow, ~Iy.,sowsk)- and 
'Rotu;sinow\_seem t-\ r epresent 8PII~she.; ~, _ 
case of anomaly. 4 a. 'l _, ~ ":"'--~ 

'• 

ound in co e - follow· 
after 

a ,.;hort irradiation in the absence hydrogen-
containing substances with ra "-0(- beryllium neu 
trons , that a 'long' period o s than 7 hr. dominates; 

another eriment, irradiating copper · 
for a long t' !Vith neutrons slowed down by 

, I have found a 'long' period of more 
dominates. This experiment is be in 
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· e a problem possibly similar to thd of 
None of the discussed interpretations of our 

observations can thus be accepted without additional 
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SUMMARY 
Dr. Leo Szilard rf'port>< f!nOJllR liP-< conccrn;!lg thn 

generation of a radioactive indium isotope having a half 
life period of 4t hr. From the experimental evidence 
one might think that two anomalies, isomerism and 
a new anomalous type of radiative capture, occur in 
indium. Sinn each of the. c anomalies in itself-if 
it exists lill~ ~ a rare occurrence it is difficult to 
believe th'at ·they' should both occur for the same 
element unleii> .~ere is a . specia l reason for their 

1. combined occfurence. Alternative interpretations of 
"""'' -..t .,(,the observations are ift • 6ijti8itlllll including the 

possibility that a hitherto unknown heavy isotope 
of the n eutron may be ejected from indimn by a 
noutron. 
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the 4t hr. period of radioact i,·c 
ther e is no known prcccdrnt. Thr 
discu ssed that a hitherto unlmow 
the neutron may be ejecte y neutrons of about 
2·5 m .e .v. energy frm stable iso',opc of indium. It appears more I' • y that the muss number of :,;u ch 
a neutron ~ pe, which might be inYoh·cd, would be rathe than 2. Reasons arc given for expect ing such eutron isotopes to caw;c-if they cxist-
di tegrations in various elem ents . an l this ought 

make it possible to find out whether they are 
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A~TALDJ. D'A!!ostino and Segre1 have found thnt 
L---.J neutron:; '"'lli@]~ luv·e aentt slowed down by paraffin 

wax inclu<>e in indium radioactivity df'C'aying ·with 
two half-lifP JWrioclf< ( lG f<ec . and 54 min.). TIU'sC' 
half-life pPrimh< urise, to all appoaran ·e,.; 2 • from the 
two stablP isotope:-; of indimn- 113 and 115-by a 
proce»H in which the neutron is captured and adcled 

~40 lhe indium nucleus (radiative capture), and{they 
,... ,.'qtiim occon'iuglylattributed to two radioactiYe isotope>< 
' ~ ~ ·•f indium. 114 nnd ll'l . T. A. ChalmcrR And I hflxl' 

l '·.P UOJ'(.,~tl d~· I l jll l.ifJ.l (•r\fl tt.l p bl~ ~t;\,1\ tl."f" l '\Vi.l l , .. 

n,'ird period of seYcral hours by fast n<'utrons, and 
wp 1·aised tlw qu<'stion whether this fact can be 
,.:ati,.:faetorily <·xplained without a new as umption. 

In the present experiments, the behaYiow· of tl:Us 
third period-the half-life of which I have now fotmd 
to be 4~ hr.-has bf'cn im·estigated, using various 
souroos of neut ron'>. This period apparently belongs 
to a radioactive iRotope of indium'-"/ltuld ehetnietcl 
'l9pa"lltioAA GQl'Fieei oub byf F. M. Brewer of the old 
Chemistry DPpartment, Oxford[have confirmed that 
it does not belong to radioactive isotopes of cadmitrm, 
silver or tin. 

If tills radioactive indium isotope arises through 
radiative capture from a stable indium isotope, slow 

r__, {Ou.u,1tD neutron~ be expected to excite to some extent 
- -4- · its 4! hr. period. In order to investigate this question, 

it is advisable to use photoneutrons from radium C
bcryllium Rources which have no energies above 
0·7 m.e.v., and to avoid the use of hydrogen-containing 
substances, tho presence of which would unduly 

~~ rf'inforc·e the :34 min. pPriod. /:{)'md whcn irrA<'Iin.tiug 
~ .• aM> • i1!iliur!1 '-· ' "; ' ""''-" pno"t;onoutrons no trace of tho 4! hr. 
- r r period, though the irradiation is so intense in these 

experiments that the 54 min. period gives 1,250 
impulses per min. on tho beta-ray counter (background 
about 50). 

Tl:Us negative result is rather striking in view of 
the fact that faster neutrons from radon- a- beryllium 
sources excite tho 4~ hr. period at least as strongly as 
t he 54 min. period. So far there is no known case 
of a radiative captw·e of the neutron which can be 
brought about by faster neutrons but cannot be 

r; ~ brought about by slower neutrons~g,g it is ti'teFef.eFe 
• '"Om9Wit!ti aiffiettl!J ~8 beJiete iJ~the radioactive 

;; indium isotope of the 4! hr. period ~,/through 
H 1 ~ direct capture of the neutron by one of the stable 
f ( l&.iA indium isotope.·((Indium, which is of odd atomic 
~~number, has on y two stable isotopes•, and if three 
cJ,.Jo....·~ radioactive isotopes were produced by direct captm·e, 
k 4......,. .. 2f#<,., two of. tho o would be of identical mass number 

(1somensm). 
Our present knowledge of nuclear structure~ 

~e, heweueq too incomplete to rule out with certainty 
~ w" Q &·•• isomerism and /¥aEiiati"8 capture in the case of tho 

1------4 4t hr. period. f.J'I; ~88M!F!, for 8J!Bomf11B, B9JR8\dtl:l:'t7 
di:ffi.Gult te 'LfH:Imst&at-1 a;b pteseHti why sowg "&PY 
~1-~emettt<>, rw: eX?~~· billRl:ttt!t, eapt•1N glouz.._ 
~eHS ~ y ::Ve&kty:ffH we decide to rule out 
radiative capture and isomerism in the case of the 
4! hr. period, we are forced to conclude that the 
radioactive indium isotope to which this period 
belongs is of lower ma. s mrmber than the lightot· 
.·table indiLUn isotope--113--and to consider the 
particular po,;sibility that it is of mass number J.J.2. 

Such a radioactive i.·otope 112 might be produced 
by a non-captm·e process in which a fast neutron 
knocks out another neutron from the stable indiun1 
i:>otopo 113. 'That such a non-capture process accotmts 
for the 4~ hr. period seems, however, improbable 
from the following experiments. 

I find that neutrons from radon-boron sources 
<'xcitc the H hr. period of indium and the 2·4_hr. 

~ ~~ period o{ phosphorm h more strongly thar(~ 
other Jcriodo;; mve: tJgate , which are known to 
require a,.:t nt•utrons for their excitation, such a-; 
the 10 min. and 15 hr. periods of altrminium, tht• 
2·3 min. period of :;ilicon and the 2·3 min. period of 
pho~<phorus. 

I~ 

( ) 

'The;;p observations indicate that the 4t hr. period 
of indium c·an b<' excited by moderately fast neutrolli' 
and arc in k0eping with Bjerge and Westcott ';; 
expPrimPnt ·5 , which showed that moderately fast 
nC'utron;; ari,;ing from the D + D reaction can excite 
the 2·4 hr. pPriod of phosphoru .. 

Through the eo-operation of E. T. Booth and C. 
Hur~t. who are operating-jointly with C. H . Collie
a high-voltRge neutron source at about 230 kv., I 
·waR able to irradiat(' indium with neutronR from the 
D + D TPaction. I find that 1<uch neutrons, which 
luwe an en<'rgy of about 2·5 m.e.v., strongly oxeik 
th<' 4,} hr. period of inditrm, the intensity of the 
--ciht f iuu ),.-j~;;z: cl ! «amo order of magnitude as 
that of the 2·4 hr. P"'riod ot plu.sphortts. 

The binding 0nergy of the neutron in stab)(' 
elements of moderately high atomic number is 
believ€'d to be mo ·tly 8 m.e.v., and a n eutron would 
r<'qnir<' f'nergies of this order in order to knock out 
another neutron from the nucleus of such elements. 

f-Y!it e, efl: if 6he binding eRergy ef t}ie neotr61l •t et•e 
~meeptioaEblly small ill bite ease ef Ll a, the aH!sJl 
*oi-U;e ahunei~mce of bJcis isobope Hj50tbed:' to m 
~ th·w ~ per cent c~ould still make ib ttpf!e
..._mliJoclr that l'leutl"'ftfJ FhauJd ..l;le-ttbic to ptodueo 
H-ew. it bl1c t x_pptiottally sbrong i! Itt. pn iod by 
!'lttllh ll nea eapttoli'OI procc>·~;; I 

Therefore, if this period r eally belongs to an 
mww .. :.,vtop~ "f mas..o:; number 112 or loss, we haver 
to conRider the possibility that this ntdioactivo 
isotope i·.; gPnf'rfltC'd from a stable indium isotope by 
a proct'-<s in whi ~h the neutron is captured, and a 
hitherto unknown hPcw,v isotope of the neutron is 
ejected. The ejection of snr·h a neutron isotope of 
mao:;s nnmbPr 4 from the more abundant indium 
i><ot.ope 11 5 by such a cap~urt:J pt·uce:;::. wuulJ. 1-< .. -1 t,o 

indium 112. Similarly, if the less abundant indium 
isotope ll3 were involved, tho ejection of a neutron 
isotope of mass munber 2 would equally lead to 
indium ll2. 

It is easy to show that such a tetra neutron-if it 
~~;"•" ..,..,,_t: ha.-.-~ "' nu1o5" uxcceding about 4·010, 

and . aocord_mgly 1t_ should r:~eal its presence by 
causmg d1smtegratwns m vanous elements. Con
siderations leading to similar conclusions would 
apply to such a double neutron. It should therefore. 
be possible to find out whether or not such h eavv 
neutron isotopes are ejected by neutrons from indiru.;, 

(or bromine)by a systematic sear ch for the occurrence 
of such disintegrations in various elements. I am 
at present making such a search, though the elements 
mvest1gated so far have not shown positive effects. 

~ . . . . 

in the experiments of J<ourtchatow, ~'lyssows 
Rous inow7 seem to represent ;-"nother well-
case of anomaly. 
I Quite recently, I have found i pper-following 
up a communiration by l\'Ta 8 in N"ATURE-after 
a shor~ irradiation in t absence of hydrogen-
eontammg sub-<tances 1th radon- cc- beryllium neu
trons, that a ' long' iod of less than 7 hr. dominates· 
\~horoas in a er experiment, irradiating ooppe; 
for a. I on nne with n eutrons slow~~ down by 
paraffi wax, I have fClmd a 'long' period of more 
Lha 13 hr clommates. This experiment is being 
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Anomalies in Radioactivity Induced by Neutrons 

A."'IALoi, D'Agostino and Segr01 have found that 

n eu trons slowed clown by paraffin wax induce in 

indium radioactivity decaying with two half-lifo 

periods (16 sec . and 54 min .). These half-life periods 

arise, to all appearances2 , from the two st a ble 

isotopes of indium- 113 and ll5-by a process in 

which the n eutron is captured and added to the 

indium nucleus (radiative capture), and accordingly 

they have been attributed to two radioactive isotopes 

of indium 114 a nd 116. T. A. Chalmers and I have 

r eported that indium can also be activated with a 

third period of several hours by fast neutrons , a nd 

we raised the question whether this fact can be 

satisfactorily explained without o. new assumption• . 

In the present experiments, the beh aviour of this 

third period-the ha lf-life of which I ha...-e now found 

to be 4! hr.- has been investigated, using various 

sources of n eutrons . This periorl appo.rently belongs 

to a radioactive isotop e of indium2 ; F. M. Brew€r 

of the old Chemistry D epa1tment, Oxford, and I have 

confirmed that it does not belong to radioactive 

isotopes of cadmium, silver or tin. 
If t his radioactive indium isotope arises through 

radiative capture from a stable indium isotope, slow 

n eutrons may be expected to excite to some extent 

its 4t Ill' . period. In order to investigate this question, 

it is advisable to use photoneutrons from radium

beryllium sources which have no energies above 

0 · 7 m.e. v., and to avoid t he use of hydrogen-containing 

substances, the presence of whic-h would unlj.uly 

reinforce the 54 min. period . · 

I find when irradiating indium with such photo

n eutrons no t race of the 4!- hr. period, though the 

irradiation is so intense in these experiments that the 

54 min. period gives 1,250 impulses per min. on the 

b eta-ray counter (background about 50). 

This negative result is r ather striking in view of 

the fact that fast neutrons from r adon-a-boryllium 

sources excite the 4t hr. period at least as strongly as 

the 54 min. period. So far there is no known case 

of a radiative capture of tho neu t ron which can be 

brought about by fast neutrons but cannot be 

brought about by slower neutrons. If the radioactive 

indium isotope of the 4!- hr. period arose through 

direct capture of the neutron by one of the stable 

indium isotopes this capture would be anomalous. 

Moreover, indium has only two stable isotopes•, and 

if three radioactive isotopes were produced by direct 

capture, two of these would be of identical mass 

number (isomerism). 
Our present knowledge of nuclear structure does 

not allow us to rule out- isomeri,;m ttw.l •HlUHu:,Joua 

capture in the case of the 4j hr. p eriod. It is , how

ever, very improbable that two such anomalies 

as isomerism and a new type of radiative capture 

(requiring fast neutrons) s hould both occur in the 

same element unless there is special reason for their 

combined occurrence , b'ecause each of these two 

anomalies-if it exists-is rare. It is conceivable that 

if fast neutrons are captured by indium the nucleus 

can reach by subsequ ent transitions a m etastable 

state, which , owing to selection rules, it cannot 

reach if slow neutrons are captm·ed. On the 

other hand, if we decide to rule out radiative 

capture and isomerism in t he case of the 4! hr. 

period, we are forced to conclude that the radio

active indium isotope to which this period belongs is 

of lower mass number than the lighter st a ble indium 

isotope-113-and to consider the particular pos 

sibility that it is of mass number 112. 
Such a radioactive isotope 112 might be produced 

by a non-capture process in which a fa t neutron 

knocks out anot her neutron from the stable inditm1 

isotope 113. That such a non-captw·e process accounts 

for the 4! hr. period seems, however, improbable 

from the following eJ.:per iments. 
I find that neutrons from radon-boron sources 

excite the 4!- hr. p eriod of indimn and the 2·4 hr. 

period of phosphorus much more strongly than those 

other investigated periods which are known to 

require fast neutrons for their excitation, such as 

the 10 min. and 15 hr. periods of aluminium, the 

2·3 min. p eriod of silicon and the 2-3 min. period of 

phosphorus. 
These observations indicate that the 4! hr . period 

of indium can be excited by moderately fast neutrons 
ant! ar\; in k oeping v.-lth Bj!'rg<' and Westcott's 

experiments6 , which showed that moderat ely fast 

neutrons arising from the D + D reaction can excite 

the 2·4 hr. p eriod of phosphorus. 
Through the co-operation of E. T . Booth and C. 

Hurst, who are operating-jointly with C. H. Collie

a high-voltage neutron source at about 230 kv., I 
was able to irradiate indium with neutrons from tho 

D + D reaction. I find that such neu trons , which 

have an energy of about 2-5 m.e.v .. strong\y excite 

the 4! hr. period of indium, the intensity. of the 

excitation being of the same order of magnitude as 

that of the 2·4 hr. p eriod of phosphorus. 
The binding energy of t he neutron in stable 

elements ofinoderat!'ly hig h atomic number is believed 

to be generally about 8 m. F! .v., and a n e utron would 

r equire energies of this order in order to knock out 

another n eutron from the nucleus of such elem ents. 

The generation of the 4! hr. period by s uch a non

capture proce s from indium 113 would only be 

possible if the binding energy of the neutron in this 

isotope were of an unexpectedly low value of less 

than 2·5 m.e.v. 
Therefore, if this period r eally belongs to an 

indium isotope of m!tss number 112 or less, we have 

also to consider the po . ibility that this radioactive 

isotope is generated from a stable indium isotope by 

a process in which the neutron is captured, and a 

hitherto unknown heayy isotope of the neutron is 

ejected. The ejection of such a neutron isotope of 

mass number 4 from the m:>re abtmdant indium 

isotope 115 by such a capture process would lead to 

indium 112. Similarly, if the less abtmdant indium 

isotope 113 were involved, the ejection of a n eutron 

isotope of mass nmnber 2 would lead to indium 

112. 
It is easy to show that a t etra neutron- if it 

exists-must have a mass exceeding a bout 4·016, 

and accordingly it should reveal its presence by 

causing disintegrations in various elem ents. Con

siderations leading to siml.lar conclusions would 

apply to a double n eutron. It should therefore 

be possible to find out whether or not such heavy 

neut ron isotopes are ejected by neutrons from indium 

(01' bromine) by a systematic search for the oct.:!urrence' 

of such disintegrations in varioll!J elem ents . I am 

at present making such a soar-::h , with COO g ms . of 

indium (and bromine). 
An estimate of tho m&ss of such a t~tra n eutron 

based on current ideas on the n eutron-neutron inter

action leads to a vabe whi;:h is so much in e:-:cess of 

the lower limit, nt a ted above t:> be 4·016, t-hat the 

ejection of such a t!'tra neutron from indium 115 by 

a 2 ·5 m.e.v. neutron would appear to be impo:;sible. 

That the ejection of a double neu tron from indiuni 

113 should account for the genet·ation of the excep

tionally strong 4!- hr. period would scorn surprising 

since the relative abundance • of this isotope is less 

than 5! per cent, but cannot be ruled out on this 

ground. Additional evidence is t hus needed in order 

to decide between "anomalouo; capture " and t he 

other discussed interpretation<;. 
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SUMMARY 
Dr. Leo Szilard reports anomalies concerning the 

generation of a radioactive indium isotope having a half 

life period of 4!- hr. :F'rom the experimental evidence 

one might think that two anomalies, isomerism and 

a new anomalous type of radiative capture, occur in 

indium. Since each o f these anomalies in itself- if 

it exists- must be a rare occurrence it is difficult to 

believe that they should bot h occur for t he same 

elem ent unless there is a special reason for t hoir 

combined occurrence. Alternative int~rpretations of 

the observations ar e investigated including the 

possibility that a hitherto unknown heavy isotope 

of the neutron may be ejected from indium by a 

neutron. 
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Ano~alies in R dioactivity Induced by Neutrons 

A ALDI, D'A ostino and Segre 1 have found t hat neutrons 

slowed down b;J paraffin X induce in indium radio ctivity 

decaying With two half-life periods (16 sec. and 54 :min.) 

The.l:Jie half-life e iods rise, to a.ll e. e anc9s 2 , f ron. 

the two stable isotopes of i n diu - 113 end 115 - by a 

process in which the n utrcn is ca. tured and ~dded to the 

indiu~ nucleus (radiative caTtu re), and accordingly they 

have been attributed to two radioactive isoto es of indium, 

114 nd 116. T. A. Chal ers and I hav re -orted that 

indium can lso be activated with a third ~eriod of several 

hours by fast neutrons, and we raised the question whether 

this fact can be satisfactorily gxpl ined without a new 

assum tion. 3 

In the pres nt ex erim~nts, the behaviour of this 

third perio d - the half-life of which I have now found 

to be 4~ hr. - has been investig ted, using various sources 

of neutrons. This perio d apparently belongs to a radio

active isotope of indium 2 ; F. • Brewer of the Old 

Chemistry De art ent, Oxford, and I have confir ed that 

it does not belong to radioactive isotopes of c dmium, 

s i 1 v e r or tin. 

If this r dioa.ctive indium isoto e a.ri9es through 

radiative capture from a st ble indium isoto e, slow· 

neutrons may be ex ected to excite to some extent its 4i hr. 

period. In order to investigate this question, it is 

advisable to us e hotoneutrons from radium-beryllium 

sources which have no energies abov 0•7 m. e.v., and to 
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avoid the us e of hydrogen-containing substances, the 

pres~nce of which would unduly reinforce the 54 min. eriod. 

I find when irradi tin indiu~ with such photo

n ·eutrons no trac. of the 4~ hr. period, thou ~ h t he 

i radi tion is so int3ns in these ex eri ·ants th at the 

54 min . period gives 1,250 i~~ulses er min . on the bet -

ray counter (back round bout 50) . 

This negative result is rather strikin in view of 

the fact t1 t f act neutrons fro~ radon-a-beryllium sources 

excite the 41 hr. ~period at least as strongly as the 54 

min , period . So tar there is no known case of radiative 

capture of the neutron which can ba broug t abo ut by fast er 

neutrons but cannot be brought abou t by slowet~ neutrons. 

If the radioactive indium isoto e of th~ 41 hr. rerio d 

arose through direct captur of the neutron by on of the 

stable iud · um isotopes this capture would be anom lous. 

oreover, in ium has only two st ble isotopes•, and if 

three radio-active isoto~es were reduced by direct capture, 

two of thes would be of identical mass number (isom rism) . 

Our resent knowledge of nuclear structure does not 

allow to rul~ out isomerism an d nomalous ca ture i n the 

case of the 4~ h r . eriod. It is, howaver, very im robable 

t hat t wo .such anomalies as isomerism and a new type of 

radiative capture (requiring fast neutrons) should both 

occur in the same element unless there is speoi 1 r aso n 

fer th~ir combined occurrence, becaus9 gach of these t ro 

anomalies - if it exists - is rare. Since to~ t h time 

being no such reason is apparent, we have to investi ate 

other alt ernative interpr~tat ions or our observations . If 

we decide to rule out radiative oa tur an d isomerism in the 

cas of the 4i hr. period, we ar~ forced to conclude that 

the radioactive indium isoto~e to which this perio d belon s 
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is Of lower maso number than th~ l i ght er stabl · ndium 

isoto e- 113 -·and tc conside r t he p~rticul r ¥ossibi l ity 

that it is of mass number 112 . 

~uch a radioactiv isoto - 112 might be ~redu ced by 

non- ce. ture -roc3ss in which fas t neut on knocks out 

not ·1er ne t ron f rom tl e stable · ndium isoto •e 113 . That 

s u ch a non-e J,tur~ .~ recess a.ccounts for the 1 hr . erio d 

eems , ho ~rever , im -robable from the toll 1· ng e 1Jeriment s . 

I find that n utrons from r don-boron sources excite 

the 41 hr. J,erio d of indi um nd the 2 •4 hr. ·iod of 

phosphorus ch mere strong th~n t ose other inv stigat d 

l"iods which at·~ known to equire f aot n-utrons for 

t h i r excit ~tion, suo. as the 10 Ein . ~nd 15 r . ~eriods 

of aluminium, the 2 • 3 ~in . period of silicon ~nd the 2 • 3 

min. ~riod of :phos horc.s . 

These obse ·vat i cns indicate th~t the 4~ hr . perio d 

of indi un. c n be e:x.ci ted by mo darately fas t n ;u t rons and 

a r e in ke :ting w1.t. B"erg and estcott's ex eriments , 

which she d th t mod r tely fast neu.trous arising f rom 

t e + D rea~tio1 c n xci t e the 2 o4 h • pericd o ! 

1Jhos he rus . 

Tht"'Ough the co- ox:era.t ion of E. 'T. Boo t h a1 d c. Hu rst, 

who are c er ting - joint ly ri th c. H. Collie - hi h

volta =e net:.trcn eource tl.t abcut 2130 kv . , I was a b l t 

irradiate indium with n utrons f~m the D + D re ction . 

I .find tha.t sue' n~utrcns, \','h · ch h ve an energy of abo ut 

2 • 5 m. e . v . , strongly excite the 4~ hr. r"eriod o f , indium, 

th in t ensity of t he excitation ~eing of t he same crder of 

nitud as th t of th~ 2 • 4 hr. ~eriod of hos horus . 

The bindiig energ of th9 n~utron in stable el~ments 

of modePat ly hi~h atomic nunber is b~liev d to be .. ner lly 
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about 8 m. e.v., and a ne tron woul d r~quire energies of 

th is orde r in order to knock ou t nether neutron from t h e 

nu cleus of such el ments. The enerat ·ou of th -l hr. 

eriod by s uch a nonca..l:'ture rocesd ro .. indium 11.3 

would o n l y b~ p ssible if th ·~ bindi!.. energy of the n~u t ron 

in t his isoto e rer- of an un- ctedly lo~ v lue less 

th an 2•5 m.e.v. 

Thereto e, if t his eriod reall~ b~longs to an indium 

isotope of mass n ber 112 or less , ~e , ve al~o to 

consider th oss bility th at thi~ r~~ic ctiv~ isoto e is 

generated from a. stable in iu isoto.:e by a recess in 

which th e neutron iw ca. tured, nd a hitherto unkno wn 

heavy isoto e of the neutron is · act d. The a·ec tion 

of such a n~utron isoto e of mass number 4 from th ~ rrore 

bnndant indium isoto e 115 b y such a c~~ture rocess 

would l ead to indium 112 . S~milarly, it t. _ l ess abundant 

indi um isoto e 113 w-re invo lved, t~e ~jection of a neu t ron 

isoto e of mass numb r ~ would 1 ad to indi ~ 112 . 

It is easy to show that a t_tra neutron - if it 

exists- must have a mass excee · ing about 4 • 01~, and 

accordingly i t should reveal its resence by causing 

disintegrations in variou s lemente. Consids ra tions leading 

to similar conclusions would apply t o doubl~ nautron . 

It should therefo re be t ossib l e to find out ~h!ther or not 

such heavy neutron isoto· es are e~ect~d by n;utrons trom 

indium (or bromine ) by a syste~atic search tor the 

occurrence of such di i n tegrat ·cns in v·r c u s el ments . 

I am at .:ras~nt ru king such a search · ith 60 grs . of 

indium (an d bromine) . 

An estimate ot t e mass of uch a tetra ne t ron 

based o n curren t ideas o n t u J neutron-n 3utro intera ction 
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leads to a v lue which i s so ouch i n exc ss of the lower 

limit, s t ated above t o be 4 •016, th a~ t e 3jaction of such 

a t e t ra neutron from indium 115 by 

would a J ~ar to b~ inposaibl • That t e vject · on of a 

dOU bl e neutron fro indium 113 should accou t for th~ 

gel ~ratioh cf t he e oe;.·tionell' strong 41 h r. :. eriod muld 

seam gur~r · ing sinca ths rslative abund ance 4 o f t his 

isoto e is l9ss th n 5~ pe r cent , but cannot be ruled ou t 

on th i s round . Ad~ tional vid:nce is thu s ne~ded in 
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Letter to 11 NATURE " 

m.IALIES IN THE FERMI EFFECT • 

.Amaldi, D'Agostino and Segre have found1 )that neutrons hich 

have been slowed down by paraffin wax induce in indium tvro radio-active 

half-life periods (16 sec. and 54 min.). T .A.. Chalmers and I have 

subsequent~ reported
2

) that indium can also be comparatively strongly 

activated with a third period of s everal hours if irradiated by neutrons 

from a radon alpha-particle ber.yllium source in the absence of hydrogen-

containing substances, and we raised the question whether its existence 

car~ be satisfactori~ explained without a new assumption. The two 

shorter half-life periods arise, to all appearances, from the two stable 

i s otopes of indium, 113 ~~d 115, by a process in which the neutron is 

captured and a ded to the indium nucleus (radiative capture) and can 

according~ be attributed to two radio-active isotopes of indium -

114 and 116. 

In the present experiments, the behaviour of the third period -

the half-life of which I have now found to be 4¥2 h. - has been investi-

gated, using various sources of neutrons. 

Gamma r~s from radium C liberate neutrons from ber,yllium as 

previous~ reported3) and these photo-neutrons are efficient in activating 

elements which transmute i nto their own isotopes by adding a neutron to 

the nucleus (radiative capture). B,y irradiating indium for more tbEn 

twelve hours with such photo-neutrons in the absence of ~drogen-containing 

substances, (the presence of which would und~ reinforce the b4 m. period) 
5 minutes after irradiation 

I obtained/activities up to about 150 kicks per minute on the Geiger ~roller 

beta-r~ counter, which dec~ed to less than 2 kicks per minute in eight 

hours. These kicks a re due antire~ to the 54 m. period, no trace being 

found of the 4¥2 h. period. 
----------------------------
1) Amaldi, D'Agostino and Segre. La Ricerca, Anno V. Vol.ll, n.910. 
2) Szilard and ChBlmers, Fature Vol. 136, p.98, 1935. 
3) Szilard and Chalmers, Nature Vol. 134, p.494, 1904. 
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Using neutrons from radon alpha-particle ber.yllium and radon 

boron sources, I compared in both cases the initial intensity of the)f 

4¥2 h. period with that of the 54 m. period and found t hat t he intensi ty 

of the 4¥2 h~ period is about equal to or l arger than the int ens ity of the 

54 m. period. 

Using neutrons from a radon boron source, I compared the intensity 

of the 4¥2 h. period of indium with that of the 10 m. and 15 h. period of 

aluminium, the 2.0 m. period of s ilicon and the 2.3 m. period of phosphorus. 

I fi nd that the 4¥2 h. period of i ndium is more intense than any of these 

other periods and a t least t~mes as intense as the.,.l2 .3 m. period 

of ::)i. and the 15 h. period of Al. (Incidentally it is also more intense than 

the &5 m. period of iodine). The 2 .. 4 h. period of phosphorus is about 

twice as intense as the 4¥2 h. period of indium. 

In the c~se of the 4¥2 h. period of indium we know from the chemi

cal evidenc~}that we have to deal with a radio-active isotope of indium. 

The fact, however, that photo-neutrons do not excite this period in the 
lh.:~ 

present experiments rather indicates that~ radio-active indium isotope 

is not generated from one of the stable indium isotopes by a process in which 

the neutron is simp~ added to the nucleus (radiative capture). Therefore 

~~~ 
-=G'1BT radio-active indium isotope has presumably a smaller mass number than 

the stab le indium isotope from which it is ·enerated. 

The present observations on radon boron neutrons, on the other 

TIL.. 
hand, strongly discourage the assumption that ~ radio-active i ndium iso-

" 
tope is produced by fast neutrons by a non-capture process i n which a neutron 

. ,, 
is knocked out from one of the stable indium isotopes. Amaldi, D'Agostino, 

Fermi, Pontecorvo and Segre5 )alrea~ have put forward the view that radon 

boron sources emit much fewer neutrons of ver.y high energies than radon 

alpha-particle ber.yllium sources. The present experiments support this 

view by sho-wing that the 2.4 h. period 

47---------------------
5) 

Amaldi, D'Agostino, Fermi, Pontecorvo and Segre 
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of .:phosphorus (which according to Bjer~and Westcott6 )can be excited 
' 

I ' 

by neutrons of less tha-~ 6 MEV energy) is more than times 

as strong~ excited as the ~.3m. period of Si. e~d the lb h. period 

of Al. It is unlike~ that such moderate~ fast neutrons should 

be able to excite ver,y strongly the 4~2 h • .:period of indium if this 

" period were due to a non-capture process, and the fact that we find ,, 

this period to be the strongest next to the 2 .4 h. period of P. ru~es 

out such an assumption. This fact makes it also appear improbable 

that the radio-active indium isotope, to which this period belongs, 

is generated in any other way from the less abundant stable i ndium 

isotope 113, the relative abundance of whi ch7 ) is less than 5¥2%. 

The fact that the mass numbers 113, 114, 115, 116 are 

allotted to indium isotopes, which are either s t able or have t he half-

life periods of 16 sec. and 54 m. respectively, also strongly supports 

our inferences if we rule out the possibility of isotopic isobars 

(isomerism). 

'While one must bear in mind that none of our arguments can 

be regarded as entirely con clusive until we succeed i n understanding 

more fully the inter-action between the neutron and the nucleus, tenta-

U<A- 1-
tive conclusions ~ be drawn from accumulated evidence. In the cir-

,~~, ~ (.>1 ~ 

cumstances one ~~ inclined to think that ~ radio-active indium 

isotope is generated from the stable indium isotope 115 by a process in 

which the neutron is captured and a heavier isotope of the neutron -
~':X t.: -:¢((I .. 

a particle not observed hitherto - is ejected. \ ~a neutron is cap-
- '--=" = 

tured by the indium nucleus 115 and ejects a particle of ~ mass number 

4, and the charge 0, a radio-active isotope of indium of ~ mass number 

1\N'~ 

112 arise~. 

6) Bjerge& Westcott "Nature" 

7) Aston Proc. Roy. Soc. 

/ 
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the 
~ha existence of such an isotope of ~ neutron - a tetra-neutron -

has not been assumed hitherto. The present experiments, ~~, give 

sufficient~ strong ~d~nce i n its favour to encourage further work along 

this line. 
(, 

Some other elements are- su~pect of~mitting ~a~ isotope 

of the neutron when bombarded by fast or slow neutrons ( and one element 

might be suspected of spontaneously emitting an isotope of the neutron , 
I 

The ejection of a tetra-neutron from the heavier of the two stable bromine 

isotopes by a slow neutron ~ight for instance explain the generation of 

three radio-active isotopes of bromine, which has recently been dis
~~< 

covered by Kourtchatow, ~ssows~ and Roussinow.
8

) 1 ~ UZ sa.-*d arise 

from uoc,through a beta tr~sformation followed by a spontaneous ejection 

of an isotope of the neutron, it would not be an isotopic isobar of UKL 

and the one seemingly well-established case of isomerism would disappear. ) 

Attempts are now being made to observe the ejection of an 

isotope of the neutron fTom various elements, the possibility of which 

may be inferred from the present observations. 

Clarendon Laboratory, Leo Szilard. 

OXford. 

B) Kourtchatow, Mjssowsky and Roussinow 



l) 
At"lald.1 1 r>• ~ost1no and . ·' · ,rb have found that neutro-:nn rlt1ch 

have bf)en &lowed dovm by po.rnr r 1n wax indue• in 1ndi um two radio-

o~ive half-li.tG I-'er1 d'il (16 o o. ano 54 min.}. T •• Ohn~ers and 
2) 

l h vo sUb!Joquently re :"'te-d that indium cun al~:>.> bO co par.utivoly 

Gvl'On.gly a l1V4t· d . 1tb th1r per1o ot aevoral hours it lr.rtuliJ te 

by noutrons froM ~ ~adon alpha-partiolo bor.yllium source 1n tno ab

sence of hydro~n-oontuin1ns, $UbstunoGs • tU'.w . .1e- ru.tst'Hl tho quoa tion 

,lletllor ita xiat-enoo oun be satlstnctorily expl inGd without n , 

a. oes, from tlla t~1o utuble lac to:pes of indium• U und llS, by- u pro

oeoo in wbioh tho neutron 1Eil captt cl und a.d( .. etl to tho 1n.:.ium nu.oleua 

(radintive captu.re) and. c.m aocor,UntlY be attributed to t-.ro re<lio

aotive isotope· o:r· 1nd1'tm - 114 .nu llfh 

In thtJ proaont $Xpar.1Nentn, ~h bohaTiow: or th tllir !J&rio -

cntet.lt ua.ing Vtlrit1Utl 0 U"'C('Ui Of n.out:rons. 

Gf!~lW.t .rave '!~rom ~ad 1urt:t C libEt~'"l t-o neut-rons rro.n1 bel?ll.i.Ut"!). an pro-
3) 

viously rsported and tbes~;; :photo•neutrone are otfioiont in act1vnt1n 

elements. vthioh. trarwm.ute into their ov1n ieo"op s by ndt.il" a. neutron 

to th~ nuoloua (tad1at1v~ capture). 

than *C twel'Y.., hou:t's wt th such r)how-neutronn in the abe~mc or hy ro

gen•conta1 ni.flg aubs tttnces t { th$ pr~uence ot wlti ch ' ould unduly ro1n

force t11e 54 rt~.. period} I obtaine<l 5 xi.t1nutGtJ after tr;rt dintion aotivi

ties up to nbout lUO kicks per td ... ~ato on th~ Goieor .., Ull r b ~ ~.-r· y 

counter, which d oayod to lann th· 11 2 kiek p r · 11at~ in eight hour. 

'll.hooo l:~ iek:s are ttuo nt1r\: ly to the 54 ra. po.r.iod, no traoo 'bo1.ns to Wid 

ot· tlle 41z· h . p~riod, 

t1s1rig noutrona fX"Ol .:rndon nlpbu-pur'ticlo l>cryl ... iUlll uU{i r uion bor n 

aourQea, l OOBparo ln both ca.aea the initlnl 1nten ity o:f the 4 , b. 

l) A.caltU., ;.J • . ~tJ.no und :-:»grb. Ln Hicoroa, Anno v. Vo1 . 11, n.UlO. 
2) Szilard Jld ~h.llr::orn, J~ turo Vol. 1~35, P• 98 1 1935. 
3) -. zilard. ano. Ch:: .. l:mers. l!ature Vol. l3tt, .P•"·94, 1~3" . 



period with that of the 54 m. period and found that the intensity 

of the 4t h. period is about equal to or larger than the intensity 

of the 54 m. period. 

Using neutrons from a radon boron source, I compared the in

tensity of the 4t h. period of indium with that of the 10 m. and 15 h. 

period of aluminium, the 2.3 m. period of silicon and the 2.3 m. 

period of phosphorus. I find that the 4t h. period of indium ia 

more intense than any of these other periods and at least 

times as intense as the 2.3 m. period of Si. ~d f he 15 h. period of 

Al. (Incidentally it is also more intense tham the 25 m. period of 

iodine). The 2.4 h. period of phosphorus is about twice as intense 

as the 4t h. period of indium. ~ 

In the case of the 4i h. period of indium we know from the 
4) 

~emical evidence that we have to deal with a radio-active isotope 1r;4 a.--<... 1~ (~,-<j '"' •' I I I (' .f.~ J.:.·~ __. 4 ~ 4 "'- 1'-o/~ 
of indium. The fact, hewa¥&~, that photo-neutrons do not excite 

ol!.t.4......... ,'~ 
this period in the present experiments ~her indicat~ that this 

radio-active indium isotope is not generated from one of the stable 

indium isotopes by a process in which the neutron is simply added to 
G'"h-41 /. ' ) 'l _..,c•• t;t.,/ ., "'(' ~ ~ !"-

the nucleus (radiative capture}. •Thare~e this radio-active 

indium isotope has presut~ably a smaller mass number than the stable 

indium isotope from which it is generated. 

The ;resent observations on radon boron neutrons, on the other 
~(I-.-

hand, ~~::81~ discourgge the assumption that this radio-active 

indium isotope is produced by fast neutrons by a "non-capture" process 

in which a neutron is knocked out from one of the stable indium 
5) 

isotopes. Amaldi, D'Agostino, Fermi, Pontecorvo and Segre already 

have put forward the view that radon boron sources emit much fewer 

neutrons of very high energies than radon alpha-particle beryllium 

sources. The present experiments support this view by showing that 

the 2.4 h. period of phosphorus (which according to Bjerge and 
6) 

Westcott can be excited by neutrons of less than 3 MEV energy} is 

4) Amaldi, D'Agostino, Fermi, Pnntecorvo, Rasetti and Segre, Proc. 
Roy.Soc. 

5) Amaldi, D'Agostino, Fermi, Pontecorvo and Segre 
6) B 

6) Bjerge and Westcott "Naturett 
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is more than times as stronglY eacited as the 2.3 m. period of Si. and the 

15 h. period of Al. It is unlikely that such modera:tely fast neutrons should 

be able to elcij e ve~ strongly the 4 1/2 h. period of indium ~f this period 
were due to a"non-capture " process, and the fact.., that we find this tteriod to be the ,.tv. «. ~&~ ~ \ • 
strongest next to the 2.4 h. period of P. ~ an assumption. This r. 
fact also makes it appea 1mprobable that the radio-active indium isotope, to t- )f 

which this period belongs, is a- enerated ffrm the less abundant 
stible indium m~otope 113, ralative abundance of which is less than 5 1/2 ~. 

Two radio-active products arising from indium ( 54 m 4 1/2 h.) have been 
chemically identified as radio-active isotopes of indi~~-zhere is indirect 
evidence in favour of the view that the 16 sec. product is aleo a radio-active 

Chadwick and Goldhaber 

ci~umstan es that the 16 sec.nproduct arises b.y .. ~,.,........, 

radiative capturei and belongs to a radio.active isotope of indium. 

The fact that the mass mumbers 113, 114, 115, 116 ar~otted to indium isotop 
which are either stable or have the half-life periods of 16 sec. and 54 m. respec
tively, also strongly supports our inferences if we rule out the possibility of 
isotopic isobars ( isomerism ). 

be inclined to think that the eadio-act~ve 

isotope is generated from the stable indium isotope 115 by a process in whi~h the 
neutron is captured and a heavier isotope of the neutron observed 
hitherto - is ejected. The mass munber of this neutron is a~ If a 

neatron is captured b.y the indium nacleus 115 and ejects ~ particle of mass number 
4, and the charge is 0, a radio-active isotope of ·naium of the mass number 112 

may arise. Though the existence of such etra-neutron has not been assumed 
hitherto, the present experiments ~Y$ sufficiently strong indications in its 

-favo - o ~age. further iW along tlifs 

Some other elemen might be expected to emit a heavy isotope of the neutron 
when bombarded slow neutrons. The ejection of a tetra-neutron from the 
heavier stable bromine isotopes by a slow neutron might for instance 

generation of three radio-active isotopes of bromine, which has re

been discovered 

7) Aston, Proc. Roy. Soc. 

i 
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We can get a lower limit for the mass of the tetra neutron b.Y considering 

two radio-active elements, of which the lighter one arises from the heavier 

one through one alpha and two beta transformations. If the mass of the 

tetra neutron we.re larger than the mass difference of these two radio-active 

elements, the heavier element would spontaneously have to eject a tetra neutron 

and thus trans~e into the lighter element. A lower limit for the mass of 

the tetra neutron can thus be given fairly accurately from the mass of the 

alpha particle, and the energy l•berated in the form of the kinetic energy 

of the h~lium atom, and the maximum kinetic energies of the beta particles, 

and the gamma rays which are invloved in the radio.active transformation. 

From the application of this principle to the transformation 

we obtain as a lower limit for the mass of the 

tetra neutron If we use the average kinetic energy of the beta 

particles instead of the maximum kinetic energy, we obtain somewhat lower 

value for this lower limit. ~ 

We ca.n..Tiot expect that a particle with such a small mass 4efect should be 

ejected by slow neutrons from many stable isotopes. Yut it looks as if this 

was the case in the case of Bromine. Ko'UZchatow, N;yssowslcy and Roussinow have 

disvovered that three radio-active isotopes of Bromine can be generated from 

bromine and all three products ( half-live periods 18 m. 4 h. 36 h. ) can be 

generated by slow neutrons. Bromine has an atomic number and its two stable 

isotopes have mass numbers 79 and 81. We canr ot exclude with certainty the 

view that a third isotope ( Mass ntimber 77 or 83 ), of a relative abundance of 

less than 1 %, should exist and strongly capture slow neutrons, but the exis-

tence of Se 77 and Kr 83 does not favour this view. The mass numbers 79, 80, 

81 and 82 are allotted to either a stable Bromine isotope or to one of the 

three. Furthor, if no third stable isotope of Bromine exi s ts, we may either 

assume that two diff'ere11t radio-active bromine isotopes have the srune mass 

number ( isomerism ) cr we m~ take the view that a slow neutron is captured 

by the stable bromine a tetra neutron leading to radio-

active bromine isotope 
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